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Login Web Page
The login Web Page of KORA platform can be accessed through the link
https://lora.koretmdata.com.br/login

If the customer has forgotten their access password, just click on "Forgot your password?"
located on the own login Web Page. The platform will request confirmation of the customer's
access email, and after the correct confirmation of the email by clicking on the "Send" button,
the platform will send an automatic email to the customer containing the confirmation link
receipt of the e-mail and a temporary password to be used by the customer in the first access,
and then it will ask the customer to register a new definitive access password.
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Home Page

After logging in about KORA, the first page that appears is the Home Page, where there is
a summary of some essential information, such as:
- Devices: Brings information on the number of devices registered in KORA;
- Uplinks: Brings information on the amount of Uplink messages generated in KORA since
the activation of the first device;
- Downlinks: Brings information on the amount of Downlink messages generated in KORA
since the activation of the first device;
- Organizations: Brings information on the number of Organizations that were created for
the customer's (user) profile. The Organization can be the client's own company, or even one of
its clients, depending on how the client wants to structure it;
- Applications: Brings information on the amount of Applications that were created for
the customer's (user) profile. The Application can be related to the area of operation of the
equipment (Tracking, Energy Measurement, etc.) and it is always inside an Organization. It is
inside Application that devices are inserted, and for each Application created it is necessary to
configure a Forward, where we determine for the KORA platform the Client's Destination
Application Server through which messages arriving from the equipment must be forwarded;
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- Notifications: This field shows the latest notifications generated on the platform, which
are related to the tasks that were generated by the platform, that is, whenever a new task is
completed on the platform, a new notification is generated informing the client that a particular
task It was completed;
- Tasks: This field shows the last tasks generated by the platform, where every task is a
processing performed by the platform, such as device deletion, device activation, report
generation, etc. You can track the progress of a task and also the entire task history (containing
the task completion date and time) on the tasks page.
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Users Page
On the users page we can check all other users who have been registered in the KORA
customer account.
It is also possible to create new users by clicking on the “+User” button.

After clicking the "+User" button, a window will open for us to fill in the fields with the
new user's information, such as their name, the email that will be used to login, the selection of
the type of user (basic or administrator) which will set your permissions within the account. In
the “+ Group” button, we will define, through the creation of a new Group, which Organizations
and Applications this new user will be able to access and manage. This is the idea of creating
groups where we can define organizations and applications to be accessed by other users. This
creation can also be done from the “Groups” tab, which is inside the Users page. Once the group
is created, just select it in the Group option.
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After filling in all the user data, just click on the “Create User” button to complete the
process.

Organizations Page
On the Organizations page we will have access to a list of all the Organizations created,
along with their respective Applications created. It is possible to create several new
Organizations and within each one of them it is also possible to create several new Applications.
To create a new Organization, just click on the “+” button next to the word “Organizations”. The
same applies to creating a new Application, clicking on the “+” button next to the word
“Applications”.

It is possible to edit an Organization and an Application, changing its name and placing a
Description for the Organization. It is also possible to place a company logo for the organization.
To make these edits, just click on the "Edit" button in the upper right corner within the selected
Organization/Application:
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Each selected Application will open a list of options, as explained below:
- Devices: It brings exactly the same content as the Devices page, which we'll look at shortly. In
addition to showing the list of devices, it is also possible to access their information content and
make their activation/deactivation, their application change and also their deletion.

- Forwards: It is the most important item of the Application, as it is exactly where the client must
configure the way in which the KORA platform must forward all messages that reach it to the
client's Application Server. Without this configuration it is not possible to deliver messages to
the client's final destination. We'll talk in more detail about how to configure forwards in the
next topic.
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- Import file: Option that allows registering new devices in massive way within the Application
by importing a file, which can be in “json” or “CSV” format. This file must contain all the necessary
data of the equipment that must be registered, according to the model presented by the
platform for completion, which changes according to the selected settings.
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- Import Token: This option is used by Device Manufacturers, where it can generate a token that
has a number of devices that you can automatically import to its company. Just copy the
generated token and place it in the “TOKEN” field, then click on the “Import Token” button for
the platform to start the task of importing the devices into the Application.

Forward Configuration
The Forwards configuration is the most important process of the platform, as it is where
the client's Application Server is defined to which KORA should forward all messages that arrive
from an Application's devices. For each new Application created, it will be necessary to create a
Forward, which should be done as follows:
- Access the Organizations page, open the Organizations list to choose the desired Organization,
then open the Applications list of this Organization to choose the desired Application.
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- Choose “Forwards” option

- Inside Forwards configuration, click on the "+ Forward" button.

- A new Forwards configuration window will be opened, where customer must enter any name
to identify this Forward, select the type of protocol to be used (HTTP or MQTT). Depending on
which protocol is selected, KORA will open the options for filling in the data according to the
information needs of that protocol, for example:
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If it's HTTP, it will open the DESTINATION URL/IP and AUTHORIZATION HEADER options.

DESTINATION URL/IP: This is where the user must inform the destination address of his
Application Server, through which KORA must forward messages that arrive within this
Application.
AUTHORIZATION HEADER: This field will only be used when the client's Application Server
requires an Authorization Token to be created by its client side so that it can be used by KORA
at each forwarding performed.

If it is MQTT, it will open the NETWORK SERVER PUBLISH TOPIC, URI, CLIENT ID and
NETWORK SERVER SUBSCRIBE TOPIC options.
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- After choosing the type of protocol to be used, customer must select the types of LORA
messages through which the platform must forward to its Application Server:

Note from the image above that the messages that are selected (colored background) are those
that will be forwarded to the client's Application Server, while those that are not selected (white
background) will be filtered by KORA and will not be forwarded.

- In the options, keep the items “LORA” and “RADIO” selected. The item "DUPLICATE" depends
on what customer wants, as it is where he decides whether the duplicate Uplink messages should
all be sent (if the item is selected), or whether KORA should filter these duplicate Uplink
messages, sending only one single message (if the item is not selected).

- After filling in all the fields described above, click on the “Create forwarding” button to confirm
the data.

From there, the Forwarding will be created for the Application and KORA starts the
Forwarding process to the Application Server of the customer by which it was configured.
After creating the Forwards, it will be available on the Forwards page to be consulted by
customer and, if necessary, be edited for any possible correction or alteration of the client's
Application Server data. Customer can also create other Forwards for the same application, if it
has more than one Application Server for redundancy.
Customer will be able to access again the Forwards created to check the connection
conditions with its Application Server, confirming whether it is "Online" or "Offline", and also all
logs informing the occurrences of this connectivity, in case of any problem it is possible to
identify the error through these logs, in addition to being able to monitor in real time all
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messages being forwarded by KORA to the client's destination Application Server. If messages
are passing through this real-time forwarding field, it means that KORA is actually performing
the forwarding function correctly, and if customer is still not receiving the messages at their
destination, it should then check its end and also review the KORA forwarding settings, about
the Application Server information it registered.
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Devices Page

The devices page is where all the customer's devices are located, where he must choose
the Organization and Application of the devices he wants to access and manage. It is also where
he can manually add a new device by clicking on the “+Device” button.

After this step, he will access a page to create a new device, where he should click on the
symbol circled below to open the window to input device data:
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Then, the fields will appear by which he must fill in the device data, as shown in the image
below:

- Device Name: In this field customer can define any name to identify his device on the platform.
The value written in this field will automatically be the same assigned to the Device Label.
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- Description: It is a free field, where the customer has the option to make a description about
his device. It is not a mandatory field to be filled in, it can be left blank.
- Device EUI: In this field, customer must inform the DEV EUI value of his device, which is a
sequential key of numbers and letters that identifies the device in the LORA network. This key
can be a value already known by the customer (when the equipment has already been produced
with a fixed DEV EUI), or if the equipment is newly manufactured, so its manufacturer can
generate a random value for this new device, which will be fixed only for it and will never be
used by another device, until it is released (deleted) from the registration in the Network Server.
To generate this random value, just click on

.

- Application EUI: In this field, customer can use a known value of Application EUI that can be
common to other equipment, or it can also generate a random value. It is also a sequential key
of numbers and letters, similar to the DEV EUI.
- Band: In this field customer must select the Band (frequency) of operation of his device. In
Brazil, the operating band of the LORA network is LA915-928A, which is exactly the band we
always recommend the customer to use to avoid possible problems with the Uplink and
Downlink functionalities.
- Security activation: They can be of two types: OTAA or ABP. Customer must select one of them
as he want.
If it is an OTAA type, it means that there will be no need to register two more new keys
(Device Address and Network Session Encryption Key) that would be fixed and known both by
the Network Server (NS) and for the device to be able to use them to do its security activation
with NS. In this case, every time the device "wakes up" in the network to send a new event, it
must initially send a "Join Request" message to the NS requesting the generation and sending of
these two new keys to be temporarily used in the process Activation of Security for that specific
open session, and then the NS will send it a Downlink message containing in its payload field the
value of the two new keys. This process is performed every time the device connects to the LORA
network and this can generate an excessive consumption of Downlinks messages, so it is a
method not recommended for low franchises.
If it is ABP type, it means that there will be a need to register two more new keys (Device
Address and Network Session Encryption Key) that will be fixed and known by both the Network
Server and the device to be able to use them to make its activation of security with NS. In this
case, the device will always use these same two keys already known for each new connection
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over the LORA network, saving the NS to send it a downlink message for each new connection.

- Security Encryption: In LORA, security encryption is applied twice over the Payload field (which
contains all the useful information generated by the equipment) of the Uplink messages
generated by customer's device. Therefore, in this field customer has the option to choose
whether he wants to keep this double encryption on the Payload of his Uplinks messages to his
final Application Server (APP type, double end-to-end encryption), or if he wants the Payload is
decrypted by NS at least once (type NS), using a known encryption security key (Application Key)
and which must be generated when registering the new device in KORA.

- Device Class: In LORA there are two classes of devices: Class A and Class C, where the most of
devices found on the market are Class A.
Class A devices are those that spend most of their time “hibernating” on the LORA network and
only “wake up” at the exact moment they need to send an event on the network (Uplink
message). For this reason they are considered high battery saving devices, and in order for them
to receive Downlink messages from the NS, there will then be a need for customer to "schedule"
these messages in KORA so that, right after sending an Uplink message through the device, it can
open two Downlinks reception windows (RX1 and RX2), with RX1 lasting 5 seconds, and then RX2
opens, lasting 6 seconds (Brazilian standard). After closing the RX2 window to receive downlinks,
the device goes back to “sleep” on the network and will only “wake up” again to send the next
Uplink when necessary.
Class C devices, on the other hand, are those that are connected at all time to the LORA network
and, therefore, can receive Downlink messages from the NS at any time. They must always be
used with a power source, since they have high battery consumption as they are connected all
the time.
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- Counter Size: The counter is a field that identifies the exact sequence of the sending of Uplinks
and Downlinks messages, and they can be of size 2 or 4, depending on customer's criteria.

After filling in all the fields of the new device, just click on the “Create device” button to complete
the entire process, and the new device will be available on the devices page, but always with the
status of “disabled”. Customers are responsible to activate this device at their convenience, a
process that will be explained soon.

Activate a device in KORA
After register a new device in KORA, it enters to the list on Devices page with the status
of "disabled", a fact that can be seen as the two arrows (Uplink up and Downlink in gray color),
located in the right corner of the device line:
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To activate the device, just select it in the field next to its name. After this selection, the
options (buttons) to perform actions on this device will appear, such as: “Activate”, “Deactivate”,
“Move devices” and “Delete selected”.

Now all you have to do is click on the “Activate” button circled in the image above for the
platform to generate an activation task for this device on its tasks page, where customer can
follow the progress and which will also be recorded as a history of tasks performed. Upon
completion of the task, device then becomes active for the Uplink and Downlink functionalities,
and its arrows will be green:
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Deactivate a device in KORA
The process of deactivate a device in KORA is identical to Activation which was described
above. The only difference is that, instead of clicking the "Activate" button that appears right
after select device, the customer must click the "Deactivate" button:

A task will also be generated on the tasks page, where the customer can follow up on the
process and then it will be recorded in the completed tasks history, and the device will be
deactivated again:
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Moving a device in KORA
The “Move Devices” function that appears when selecting a device in KORA is used by
customer to change the selected device(s) to another Organization/Application registered in
their account.
When select a device and click on the "Move devices" button, a window will open for
customer to select which Application within another Organization or even within the own
Organization he wants to move his device:

Delete a device in KORA
The “Delete selected” function that appears when select a device in KORA is used by the
customer to delete the selected device(s) that are registered in his account.
When select a device and click the "Delete selected" button, the platform will open a
window asking you to confirm whether you really want to delete this device, and as soon as the
customer confirms by clicking the "Confirm" button, the platform will generate a task in the tasks
page where the customer can follow up the process and afterwards it will be registered in the
completed tasks history, and the device will be excluded from the devices page:
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Device Info
When you click on a device from the list within the Devices page, customer will access a
page containing device information, such as the keys that have been registered, and can even
edit these keys again by clicking on them. There will also be a map, which will be updated by the
“Location” messages sent by the device, containing the Lat/Long of the approximate position of
this device, which is calculated by antenna triangulation. For this map to update automatically,
customer must change its status from “Manual” to “Automatic”.
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Inside Device Information page, customer still has the option to enable/disable one of the
features of their device, that is, Uplink and Downlink, so it is possible to leave only the Uplink
function active, and keep the function of Downlink disabled, and vice versa. For this, customer
simply clicks on their respective buttons located right above the map. The buttons will change
color according to the status of the function, being green for active and gray for disabled. In the
example in the next picture, the Uplink function is active, while the Downlink function is still
disabled:
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Live data
Still inside the equipment, we have the “Live data” page, where customer can see and
follow all messages that arrive in real time from that equipment.

You can filter messages by message type, as shown in the image above. This does not
mean that messages that have not been selected will no longer pass through KORA, but rather
that they will no longer be displayed to customer in the field of view of the messages, but they
will continue to pass through KORA without customer seeing them. The filter is used by customer
to separate only the messages that are most important to him, such as Uplinks and Downlinks
messages, and can open them to check their content. In the example in the picture above, the
messages of “ERROR” and “WARNING” are not selected, and therefore they will be filtered to
not be displayed to customer.

As stated previously, each message received in KORA can be opened and analyzed by the
client, to check all the data contained within each message. In the example of the image below,
we open an Uplink message from the equipment, to show all your data:
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Downlink schedule
Downlink schedules are made by customer on the Downlinks page that is inside the device
through which he wants to send downlink:
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The Payload field circled in the image above is where customer must place the command
he wants to send to his equipment. If his command needs to be converted to BASE64, platform
has a key available below the Payload field which, when triggered, causes the command that
was written by the client in the Payload field to be automatically converted to BASE64 when he
Saves the downlink to the schedule by clicking the “Save downlink” button. The picture below
shows exactly that:

Note in the picture above that the word "Test" was converted to BASE64 in the scheduled
Downlink, with the value "VGVzdGU=", because when customer clicked on "Save Downlink", the
function "CONVERTE PAYLOAD TO BASE64 BEFORE SENDING" was enabled, as shown above.
If customer wants to cancel the Downlink schedule, just click on the trash can located on the
right corner of the Scheduled Downlink:

The "CONFIRMATION DOWNLINK" functionality is used by customer who wants to always
send the same Payload value as a Confirmation Downlink, that is, for every Uplink received in
KORA, an automatic Downlink will always be sent containing the same value that was scheduled
once by customer. In the example below, the "Test" command within Payload is scheduled as
Confirmation Downlink, so it will not be discarded after the arrival of the next Uplink, it will be
sent and will continue to be available to be sent again in the next Uplinks arrivals of this
equipment, until the customer disables it or permanently cancels it:
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Reports Page
On the Reports page, customer can monitor the consumption of the Uplinks and
Downlinks messages of their equipment occurring within a range of days by which they can
define, as well as checking how many equipment they have currently registered with KORA and,
of these registered equipment, how many are currently active and how many are disabled. The
page contains graphs showing the consumption curve of Uplinks and Downlinks that occurred in
the days for which the customer selected, and also a graph showing the evolution of Activations
and Deactivations of equipment carried out in the same period of time. In all these charts, by
hovering over the mouse, it is possible to check the amount of consumption, activations and
deactivations for each of the days involved. The customer will be able to see all this data from
his account in general, or only from a specific Application and, for this, he must choose the
Organization and the Application by which he wants to consult:
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Field to choose Organization and Application
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Field to choose the range of date

Uplinks and Downlinks Consumption Graphs within the date range chosen by customer

Activations and Deactivations Graphs within the date range chosen by customer
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Customer will also be able to generate reports in 3 types of different formats (xls, csv or
json), being able to choose one of the 3 formats:

The types of reports that can be generated are:
- Download connected devices: This report will bring only the list of devices that are active on
the platform:

- Download disconnected devices: This report will only bring the list of devices that are not active
on the platform:

- Download devices: This report will bring the entire list of devices that are registered on the
platform, active and deactivated:

- Download device usage: This report will bring the list of all devices that generated consumption
of Uplinks and/or Downlinks on the platform within the date range chosen by the customer:
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Maps (beta) Page
The Maps page (beta) presents a Heat Map, showing customer where is the greatest
concentration of equipment spread across the country.

The page is still undergoing testing for improvements.

Doc API Page
The Doc API page contains all the documentation necessary for the customer to develop
an API that works in parallel with the platform, performing more critical tasks such as mass
device deletions and mass device activations.
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The page contains several routes to various functionality, and customer can also use it to
execute commands on the platform. To release the page for the execution of the commands,
customer must create a token (for the Company or for a specific Organization only) which must
be included in the “Authorize” field, as shown in the sequence of images below:

To generate the Token, customer must click on the key circled in the picture above, and then "Go to
Tokens"
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Customer can choose between generate a Token for the entire company (in this case, the
routes applied by him will affect all organizations and applications of the account) or for only a
Specific Organization (affecting only his applications), and for this he must click on one of the
“+Add” buttons circled above, depending on his choice.
After clicking “+Add”, the platform opens a field requesting a name for the token to be
created. Customer must enter any name to identify the token and then confirm in

.

The platform will create a new token, which must be copied by customer:

Customer should then go back to the Doc API page and click on the "Authorize" button,
where a window will open so that he can paste the generated token into the "Value" field:
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After paste the token in the Value field, customer clicks on "Authorize" and the page will
be free for the execution of the API routes:
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To execute a route, customer must enter it and click on the “Try it out” button. From there
the route field will be free to be edited with the necessary information:
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For more details on how to use the routes, customer should consult with our platform
development team, so that they will be able to answer all questions about the routes.

Account Page
The “Account” page is used by customer to change or update some information regarding
their access, such as their name, including a photo in their profile, change of language, time zone
and access password. To edit these changes, just click on the “Edit” buttons available for each
field. To change password, the button is “Change”
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